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Pirates attack
Golden Knights face

IT TAKES A VILLAGE

.Winter Park fair trade
store supports art from
Third World countries

ECU Pirates in

homecoming showdown-sEESPORTs,A1

SAE pledges found 'sobbing,' in costume

Spirit Splash to
feature Big 10-4

MELISSA PATIERSON

Students will have a
chance to wade in
the cool waters of
the Reflecting
Pond today at
2:30 p.m. Apep
rally, featuring
Knightro, the
band, athletes,
cheerleaders
and dancers, will
precede the concert.

News Editor

"The inside of the common
area reeked of beer, urine and
vomit.''
This and other startling statements were included in a UCF
Police Department . report
released Thursday. The report
d~tailed the Oct. 26 incident that
led to the suspension of Sigma

Highly anticipated
Borat opens today

•

- SEE NEWS, A2

Alpha Epsilon, which was the SAE house shortly after midupheld Thursday.
night Oct. 26 andheard "agitated
The 3 p.m. hearing called by and aggressive screaming,'' prothe Office of Student Conduct · fanity, and "weeping and moandetermined that the office was ing.''
justified in suspending SAE, and
UCF officials had refused for
that the fraternity will remain on a week to release the police incisuspension until the next hear- dent report and even denied its
ing.
existence. They cited confidenUCF police reported that tiality concerns under federal
officers responding to a call and state education privacy
about possible hazing arrived at laws. Meanwhile, UCF police,

following policy, refused to discuss the investigation in
progress. But the report was
somehow circulated at UC:f to
non-law enforcement offices
and groups; UCF's media relations released it to the press for
the first time Thursday.
In the report, UCF police
gave the following account of
the incident:
SAE members at first tried to

deny police entry because they
were performing a "ritual," but
"fearing for the safety ofthe people inside," police entered the
house.
Inside, police found men
"sobbing,'' "practically naked,"
and dressed in costume, including one man wearing a rainbowcolored wig and diaper, and
PLEASE SEE

INVESTIGATION ON A3

ELECTION 2006

Sascha Baron Cohen's latest project
hits theaters today
·
after months of
anitcipation. Cohen
is featured as his
Borat character, a
Kazakh journalist
whose lack of
. familiarity
with American
customs results
in hilarity.

AROUND CAiVlPUS

Acclaimed art
critic Jerry Saltz
to speak at UCF
The senior art critic for Village
Voice will speak in the Art Gallery
of the Visual Arts_Building today
from 11 :30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. He
has lectured and taught at
schools around the country and
has twice been a Pulitzer finalist.
PLEASE SEE

AROUND ON A2

JOE BURBANK I ORLANDO SENTINEL

Rep. Katherine Harris and Sen. Bill Nelson answer questions from moderator Tim Russert,of NBC's Meet the Press, in the Pegasus Ballroom, Wednesday. UCF students were able to ask the candidates questions after the debate.

LOCAL & STATE

I

Orlando boy
band mogul used
to getting sued
Lou Pearlman, founder of the
Backstreet Boys and 'NSYNC,says
that lawsuits come with being
successful. Now he might face
the strangest legal challenge in
his particularly litigious career: a
suit filed by a deceased professor.
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A2

NATION & WOHLD

Nearly 11,000
snared in fugitive
roundup
Sex offenders, gang members
and other fugitives were swept
up in what the'Justice .
Department on Thursday called a
stingtargeting the"worst of the
worst'' criminals on the run. The
roundup took place in 24 states.
PLEASE SEE

NATION ON A4

Hitting the issues
the support of the American
Nelson and Harris face off in debate, make use . have
people, we've got to stop this .non- ·
of 'stay the course,'" Nelson
of last chance to reach voters before election · sense
said.

TROY HILLIER AND ABEER B.ABDALLA
Editor in Chief and Senior Staff Writer

With the 2006 midterm elections
just days away, UCF played host
Wednesday to the final Florida U.S.
Senate debate between incumbent
Sen. Bill Nelson and Rep. Katherine
Harris.
Moderated by Tim Russert of
NBC's Meet the Press, both candidates argued strongly for their campaigns, knowing that undecided. voters had less than a week to make up

their minds.
Russert wasted no time in
approaching the big issues, asking
Nelson what he made of Sen. John
Kerry's recent remarks aimed at students that "if you don't [study hard],
you get stuck in Iraq."
"I believe he apologized, and he
should have,'' Nelson said "It's important that we support our troops.''
Even still, Nelson did not approve
of how the administration was going
about the war.
"You can't\ fight a war unless you

Nelson supported the long-term
goal of splitting Iraq into Shiite, Sunni
and Kurdish .sections as a way to end
tensions, but in the short-term would
listen to the military commanders
and give them what they needed.
Harris said that she thought Vice
President Dick Cheney and Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld had
done "adequate jobs" and Was "afraid
of what the future would look like if
we cut and run."
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Contributing Writer

JESSICA SUNDAY
Contributing Writer

Several UCF students have fallen victim
to late-night robberies at apartment buildings on A1afaya 'Thill.
The robber is said to be a large man,
between the ages of 16-20, wearing a darkcolored hoodie and dark pants. In at least
three reported robberies, the ropbe}:' wore a
hockey mask.
Lauren Chamberlain, an early childhood
development majoi; was attacked at Victoria
Place apartments on Oct 20 after she was followed home by a white Honda Civic.
''My first thought was .' who is trying to
scare me now that it is almost H.alloween?' I
PLEASE SEE

DIFFERENT ON A6

'

Campus water contains a potentially cancer-causing chemical, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection said.
"Titls is not an· emergency," said Jeff
Prather, F'DEP ombudsman. ''The water is
safe to drink. We are not asking you to get an
alternative source of water.''
The water contains high levels of
haloacetic acids, and prolonged exposure to
this chemical can cause cancer and other
health risks, he said
''You would need to drink two liters a day
for 70 years, and if you did that, you would
have a l-in-100,000 chance of seeing unsafe
eff~' Prather said
. Dr. Richard Paradise, director of the UCF
Physical Plant said that the water at UCF has
been in violation for about two years.
The south part of campus near the Acad-

Known best for her role during
the voting controversy of the
2000 presidential election,
state Rep. Katherine Harris
gained the Republican nomination despite a lack of support from the Republican
. Party and Gov. Jeb Bush.
After serving in the U.S. House
of Representatives from 1979
to 1991, incumbent Sen. Bill
Nelson was elected to the U.S.
Senate in 2000, defeating
Republican candidate Bill
McCollum. Nelson currently
leads polls by a large margin.

CANDIDATES ON A6

Robbers target School water fails acid test
female students This ~snot an emergency - FDEP ombudsman
around Alafaya
JESSICA POUCHER

T-ODAY'S 'VEATHER

PLEASESEE

MEET THE CANDIDATES

emic Village gets its water from Orange
County and is, therefore, unaffected. However, the rest of the campus water is treated
by the Physical Plant.
In order to ftx the problem, the Physical
Plan,t contacted Dr. James Taylor, the director of the Environmental Systems Engineering Institute at UCF. Taylor and his team
conducted a study to help determine what
was causing the acetic water.
Taylor recommended the creation of a
design that would create an "injection system to neutralize the acid," Paradise said
Boyle Engineering is in the process ofcreating blueprints, which are scheduled to be
released at the beginning of 2007.
The haloacetic acid violation is not
uncommon. Prather said that around 30
other companies in Central Florida violated
PLEASE SEE

PUBLIC ON A5

Cheerleader
·dies, cause

unknown
A
UCF
cheerleader,
20-year-old
William Hyde,
was
found
dead in his
UniversitY
House apartWilliam Hyde
ment
on
Wednesday.
.His roommate discovered he
was not breathing, and rescuers detected no vital signs
when they responded to the
call, according tO an Orange
County Sheriffs Office.
spokeswoman. The cause of
death is undetermined pending an autopsy, but foul play is
not suspected.
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"I truly believe in the mission of the Ten Thousand Villages of Orlando, Inc.
and hope to continue my involvement with this cause in the future."
- DANIELA BLANCHET, UCF STUDENT

News and notices for

the UCF community

Fitness orientation

·-

,

ARTS.ON

Spirit Splash

Fair trade store features native
art from Third World countries
BRITTANY CURRIER
Contributing Writer

Ornate jewelry, bags and
home decor cover the Walls of
the exotic-looking shop. Volunteers scuffle around to put
· out the newest merchandise,
UCF Percussion concert
mostly holiday items, and tribThe UCF Percussion Ensemal music plays in the backbles will host a concert tonight
ground of the Ten Thousand
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the
Villages store.
Visual Arts Building AuditoriA small shop with a big purum.
pose, Ten Thousand Villages is
The Percussion Ensembles
located on Park Avenue in
will be under the direction of
Winter Park. Its unique misprofessor Jeff Moore and will
sion - fair trade.
feature guest artist Ney Rosauro
Every item in the store is
performing his own composimade by an artisan from a
tions.
Third World country in Africa,
For more information, conAsia, the Middle East or Latin
tact Jeff Moore at (407) 823-6l81.
America The Ten Thousand.
Villages organization, headEnglish Honor Society meeting
quartered in Pennsylvania,
The UCF chapter of the
pays the artisans for their
Sigma Tau Delta English Honor
work
Society will meet Monday from
Mary Dipboye, president of
4:30-5:30 p.m. in Communicathe Board of Ten Thousand
tion Building, Room 210.
Villages of Orlando, Inc., said
Current ·members, new
"It's all about peacemaking and
members and students interest. poverty reduction in Third
ed in joining are welcome to
World countries."
attend
Dipboye, spouse to UCF
For more information, con- ,
psychology department chair
tact Ashley Camey at ashleycarBob Dipboye, has been
ney_ucf@yahoo.com.
involved with the organization
sincel998.
Film Knight at the Library
· When she lived in Houston,
The Library will show movshe
and a group of women
ing images from the archives
were looking·for a way to help
and serve popcorn 6-7 p.m. in
Room223..
Call Jeremy McGrath at
(407) 823-0564 for more info.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

•

ORLANDO - Lou Pearlman likes to say he won't ever
stop making money unless God
stops making little girls.
It makes people laugh, and
it's an easy way for the founder
of the Backstreet Boys and
'NSYNC to answer questions
about his role in the music
industry now that those boy
band acts have dried up.
,
He's always searching for ·
new talent to replace them. On
a recent afternoon, it was a '
Miami teenager who Pearlman ,
was courting for a contract. At
any given time, he might be
making the same pitch to five
other youths.
But some of the biggest stars
Pearlman divined have accused
him 'o f fraud and deception and
have painted "Big Poppa" as a
greedy, backstabbing Svengali
Now he might face the
strallgest legal challenge in his
particularly litigious career: a
lawsuit flied by the estate of a
deceased Illinois college professor, alleging he forged the man's
signature and created a .fictitious accounting firm to secure
his $9 million investment.
It's nonsense, Pearlman says
personably and with perfect
,
unconcern.
It was the same thing he said
when an artist's mother
accused him of child labor law
violations ·for too-long hours,
and more recently when a modeling company accused him of
defaulting on a $25 million
.
agreement.
"I know a lot of people come
at me, as a deep-pocket theory,"
he said ''They always try to take
shots. The more successful you
get the more lawsuits you get,
unfortunately:'

Art speaker

Homecoming will host Spirit
Splash today at the Reflecting
Pond at 2:30 p.m. The event will
host the band Big 10-4 and will
be a way for students to get .
pumped up before the home- '
coming game on Saturday.
To promote a safe environment, running, jumping and diving in the Reflecting Pond is
prohibited, as is the throwing of
objects such as Frisbees and ·
• footballs. Brmging pets is also
prohibited.
For more information contact · UCF Homecoming at
ucfhc@mail.ucf.edu.

•

Orlando boy band mogurmakes
millions - and a few enemies

The Recreation and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations today from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m., with the initial
meeting in Room 204.
These scheduled 60-minute
sessions are designed to introduce students to the machines
and facilities of the recreation
center.
For more information contact Stephanie Gaski at (407)
823-2408.
The Campus Activities
Board's Culture and Fine Arts
Committee will hold a speaker
event today from 11:30' a.~. to
12:30 p.m. in the Art Gallery of
the Visual Arts Building.
The featured speaker will be
Jerry Saltz, an art critic for the
Village Voice who also currently
teaches at Columbia, Yale, and
the Art Institute of Chicago.
For more information, contact Jonathan Scarboro at (407)
823-6471.

LOCAL
&STATE

other women.
"We were looking for a project that would help women
overseas who struggle a lot
more than most women in the
United States:· she said They
then found Ten Thousand Villages online and decided to
support its cause.
They were asked to open a
store after donating the $2,500
they made selling items at a
church festival
After having the eiperience
of opening the store in Houston, Dipboye knew that when
her family relocated to Orlan. do in 2004, she would open a
new store. After searching the
whole community, Park
Avenue was chosen as the ideal
location.
"Our·customers are women
who are well-traveled and
well-educated, and who have
the time and money to go
shopping - and to me - that
was Wmter Park," she said
Prices are "student friendly," Dipboye said. "People are
pleasantly surprised by our
prices."
The profile of a typical Ten
Thousand Villages artisan is a
woman who maybe is a single
mother with several children,
an outcast froll). society for reasons sU:ch as having a mental
handicap or being widowed, or
being part of the indigenous

COURTESY DEBBIE BARR

Mary Dipboye, president ofthe b0ard ofTen Thousand Villages of Orlando, left, poses in her store.

lages,'' Blanchet said
population.
The Winter Park location
The Cornerstone group put
opened its doors on Oct. 14-15 on a concert at the Dandelion
during the Autumn Art Festi- Communitea • Coffeehouse,
val An Indian guitarist enter- which donated 5 percent of its
tained the crowd who enjoyed fair trade product sales to Ten
food from the. Whole· Foods Thousand Villages. About 100
people attended and $340 was
Market.
The number of volunteers raised
"Our monetary goal for this
has jumped from 20 to 50 since
the store opened
event was $250, so it was a
"Volunteer response has great success,'' Blanchet said
been very positive," Dipboye
"Mary Dipboye, our client,
said
has been supportive and
A business Cornerstone encouraging from the very
group from UCF chose Ten beginning," she said "She even
Thousand Villages as its client bought Ten Thousand Villages
to help raise money for the products for us to sell at the
store.
raffle of the charity concert
Student Daniela Blanchet from her own pocket!"
was looking for a place to volBlanchet hopes to continue
unteer when some administra- working with Ten Thousand
tors told her about the new Villages in the future.
store.
"I'm not just doing .a project
"Coincidentally, I was also with a random organization for
looking for a non-profit organ- a class that's mandatory for me..
ization to work with for my I truly believe in the mission of
Cornerstone class, so I went Ten Thousand Villages of
into the first day of class know- Orlando, Inc. and hope to coning that I wanted my project to tinue my involvement with this
be with Ten Thousand Vij- ·cause in the future,'' she said

LOCAL WEATHER

Today
SCATTERED SHOWERS
'

High:74° Low:60°

TODAY IN DETAIL

~Saturday

Today: Windy ... variable clouds with
a chance of showers. Winds north~
northeast at 20 to 30 mph. Chance of
rain 30 percent.
Tonight: Partly cloudy skies. Winds
north~northeast at 15 to 25 mph.

~PARTLY CLOUDY

High:76°
Low:63o

Sunday

High:79°
SCATTERED SHOWERS Low:66°

One dead, one injured in small
plane crash in Volusia County

•

.

.d

•

•

•

•

PORT ORANGE - One
· person died and another was
· injured when a small plane
crashed, Wednesday, while
attempting an emergency landing at a private airstrip, authorities said
The injured person, an adult
male, was airlifted to Halifax
Medical Center in Daytona
Beach, the Volusia County
Sheriff's Office said. He was
listed in very critical condition
and was to be transported to
Orlando Regional Medical Center.
The gender and age of the
dead person Wa.s not yet known.
The identities of the two people
will be released after their families have been notified, the ·
sheriff's office said
There were no reports of any
injuries on the ground
Authorities believe the twin~
engine Beech Duchess was trying to make an emergency landing at the Spruce Creek Fly-In.
It was based at Jet Park Daytona
at Daytona Beach International
Airport, where it took off on a
tr~g flight before crashing,
Wednesday.
The sheriff's office received
an initial call that the plane was
in distress from air traffic control at Dayt,ona Beach International Airport at 11:14 am. Four
minutes later air traffic control
lost contact with the aircraft.

• !
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·Investigation ongoing;
·no criminal charges
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another man wearing ''women's
bras and panties."
Police contacted Orange
County Rescue when some of
., the men were deemed in need
of medical attention, citing that
, one man "appeared to have
'" trouble breathing." Another
man received assistance in
order to "keep him from lying in
his own vomit: ' and one "could
,,. not walk under his own power."
Orange County Rescue
transported three men, whose
names have not been disclosed,
"t1i to Florida Hospital East. They
were released the same night.
Police found "mimerous"
beer cans and bottles, one mostly coilSUllled bottle of rum and
"numerous mangled hotdogs"
scattered on the floor of the
SAE house.
..
The Office of Student Conduct plans to schedule a meeting to hear the facts of the case
'"(by the end of next week, UCF
spokesman Tom Evelyn said.
SAE inay receive punishment in
· ., three separate ways: criminal,
university and chapter.
SAE headquarters issued a
cease-and-desist order
'-' meaning the ·chapter's operations are suspended pending an
investigation by the headquarters - in response to the inci., dent.
·
"Fraternity officials have
reviewed the police reports
, associated with the incidents
1 and are deeply disturbed by the
details," the headquarters stated
Thursday in a press release.
,., "This type of behavior by
our members will not be tolerated on any levei" said Brandon
Weghorst, spokesman for the
111 fraternity headquarters. "Based
on the details in the report, the
chapter violated major risk" management guidelines and
chapter operations expectations."
The release further stated

CH ARCHIVE

Sigma.Alpha Epsilon was suspended Oct. 26 on three charges involving hazing and alcohol.

that the fraternity's board of .could face the following sancdirectors will make its final tions: an official request to the
decision on the future of the · fraternity headquarters that the
local chapter charter be
chapter next week.
SAE headquarters may revoked; permanent severance
choose to conduct a member- of the SAE's relationship with
ship review, in which alumni UCF; or· temporary severance
would interview each active of SAE's relationship with UCF,
member and decide whether he with a specified period of time
gets to keep his membership. and requirements that must be
Then the chapter would oper- satisfied before re-registration.
Several UCF' officials and
ate under an alumni advisory
group, which would have to groups have met over the past
week to discuss the SAE inciapprove all of its operations.
The board may also choose dent But those meetings, which .
to close the chapter. Members may' have been subject to the .
would be automatically sus- state's open meetings law, were
pended from the fraternity, and closed to the public. That
the chapter would remain .d or- includes a meeting Mond,ay
mant for a predetermined peri- called by the Office of Fraterniod of time~ The university may ty and Sorority Life and the
agree to allow SAE to petition Interfraternity Council.
for recognition in a few years.
Some people present at
A finding of hazing could Monday's meeting said anyone
result in charges of either a mis- who wasn't on a "list" was
demeanor or felony offense. No turned away, -including at least
SAE member has been charged one SAE member. SAE Presiwith a crime yet, but the case dent Dru Dalton was given 10
remains under investigation:. minutes to state his case and
The blood-alcohol level of the then was asked to leave.
Belinda Boston, director of
victims could be used to determine the severity of the offense. the Office of Fraternity and
If the levels were very high, that Sorority tife, was asked to procould constitute "serious bodily vide statutory justification for
injury," which could mean a closing a meeting of organiza. tions funded indirectly by SGA's ·
felony charge.
On a university level, any Greek Council budget. She
organization found to be in vio., refused to provide·the justificalation of student conduct rules tion.
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Man pleads guilty to lesser charge
in killing of UF student
JACKSONVILLE - One of
three men charged in the beating death of a University of
Florida student after last year's
Florida-Georgia football game
pleaded guilty to felony battery.
Mark Foss, 19, had been
charged with second-degree
murder in the beating of
· Thomas Brown last .fall in
downtown Jacksonville. He
pleaded guilty to· the lesser
charge on Wednesday.
"We felt that based on the
facts, this, was an appropdate
plea," State Attorney Bernie de
la Rionda said. He said he
would seek the maximuin fiveyear sentence for Foss at a
.
hearing Nov. 13.
Foss co-defendant Jeremy
Lane, 22, was convicted in September of aggravated battery
and faces a maximum 15 years
in prison at his sentencing,
·w hich is Nov. 17 for bq.th Lane
and Foss. A third defendant,
Alex Canzano, 22, also from
Jacksonville, is awaiting trial on
second-degree
murder
charges.
Authorities say surveillance
video showed Brown, 23, being
held down by three men and
beaten by two others after the
Florida-Georgia game on Oct.
29, 2005. A call, Thursday, to
Foss' attorney was not immediately returned.

IU student radio station could lose
FM frequency due to licensing
BLOOMINGTON; Ind - A
student-run radio station at
Indiana University might lose
its FM frequency due to a move
by a nearby country music station.
WIUX has been broadcasting from the Bloomington campus for 40 years and has been
on the FM band at 1003 since
Jan. 30.
.
But because WIUX has only
a low-power license, Federal
Communications Commission
rules allow WGYB, licensed to
Edinburgh, to take over the frequency, said WIUX Station
Manager Zach Pollakoff.
"The rules governing Low
Power FM are either nonexistent or still ill the making
because it's a fairly new type of
license," Pollakoff said
WYGB Station Manager
Mike King said the station was
simply trying to expand its
broadcast signal and said he did
not know the expansion would
force WIUX off FM. He said
the station, which is also
~own as "Korn Country,"
secured the frequency because
it would soon be boosting its
signal
Pollakoff said he was not
sure if the station could return
to AM radio. The AM signal
reached a much smaller audience, he said
The station had been trying
to gain access to a more powerful frequency since 1971, said
IU Dean of Students Richard
McKaig.

.

"It'd be a shame to pull the
rug out from under them now:•
he said.
WIUX's move in January to
FM w:is sponsored largely by
donations from alumni, Pollakoff said

Rising community college debt
scaring off would-be students
TORONTO~ A new report
says Canada's community college students are running up an
alarming amount of debt:
And the trend is threatening
to scare off the very young people. governments want to
attract to higher learning.
This year, 44 percent of
community college students
will have borrowed more than
$10,000 for their education, up
from 32 percent just three years
ago.
And the percentage of students with debts of more than
$15,000 has surged to 29 pecent
from just 17 percent three years
ago.
The report was done by the
Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation, a non-profit
body created by Ottawa to
boost enrolment in post-secondary education.
Tyler Charlebois, director of
advocacy for Ontario College
Student Alliance, says the
financial burden may put off
the students who already enroll
in lower numbers - aboriginal
youth, people with disabilities, and students whose parents did
not go on past high school
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Iran's elite Revolutionary Guards test missiles during maneuvers in a central desert area of
Iran, Thursday. Iran test-fired dozens of missiles, including the long-range Shahab-3.

Iran test-fires longe range missile as part of new maneuvers
TEHRAN, Iran - Iran
test-fired dozens of missiles
in military maneuvers, Thursday, that it said were aimed at
putting a stop to the role of
world powers in the Persian
Gulf region.
The show of strength came
as Iran remains locked in dispute with the West over its
nuclear program, which
Washington says is geared to
producing atomic weapons
but Tehran says is only for
generating electricity. The
maneuvers came three days
after U.S.-led warships finished naval exercises in the
Gulf that Iran branded as
"adventurist."
State television reported
that several kinds of missiles
were tested, and broadcast
footage of them being fired
from mobile launchers.
"We want to show our
deterrent and defensive
power to trans-regional enemies, and we hope they will
understand the message," the
head of the Revolutionary
Guards, Gen. Yahya Rahim
Safavi, said in a clear reference to the United States,
Britain and France, who were
among the six nations that
took part in the Gulf maneuvers earlier this week.
Iranian state radio said:
"The maneuver is aimed at
providing security in the
region without the intervention of trans-regional powers,
which are trying to justify
their presence by portraying
the region as convulsive.''

machine that has paillted proChltvez slogans on buses and
handed out T-shirts bearing
the image of the former paratropp commander known
affectionately as "El Comandante.'' ·
Chavez did not attend
Wednesday's .
ceremony
where the bonuses were'
announced. But during the
inauguration of a medical
clinic broadcast on state television, he wished Venezuelans happy holidays, saying
everyone would soon be
singing local carols called
'lgaitas" and eating "hallacas,"
com flour tamales wrapped in
plantain leaves and shared
among family and friends
throughout December.
Chavez has predicted a
landslide victory in the Dec. 3
elections, vowing to win the
support of more than IO. million of Venezuela's 16 million
registered voters.

Perlllanent 1hearing loss can occur
in as littl.e as 15 'minutes! · ~
• Gift Cer'tific.ates available
• State assis'tance .ror l1earing
J1elp available
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.

-1425 Tuscawilla Road Suite 133
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Corner of Tuscawilla Rd. and Red Bug Rd.
(In the K-Mart and Albertson's shopping center)
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Sheriff, 12 uniformed employees
indicted in drug racketeering

ROANOKE, Va - A sheriff and 12 uniformed employees were charged in a racketeering indictment unsealed
Thursday that claims drugs
and guns seized from criminals were resold to the community.
A U.S. Postal Service
employee, a probation officer
and five citizens also were
charged in the 34-count
indictment. The charges
include racketeering conspiracy, firearms charges, narcotics distribution, obstruction of justice and perjury.
"It is disgraceful corruption," said John Brownlee, U.S.
More than 10,700 criminals
attorney for western Virginia.
snared in fugitive roundup
William R Reed, one of.the
WASHINGTON - Nearly
11,000 sex offenders, gang indicted citizens, told investimembers and other fugitives gators he was a middleman in
were swept up in what the the distribution ring and paid
Justice Department on Thurs- a sheriff's sergeant to use a
day called a sting targeting house he owned for drug disthe ''worst of the worst" crim- tribution, according to the
indictment.
inals on the run.
Reed began cooperating
Last week's roundup, led
by the U.S. Marshals Service, after he was arrested last year
included Allen· Marksberry, on charges of possession with
an unregistered sex offender intent to distribute narcotics.
The indictment alleges
in Rickman, Tenn., who was
baby-sitting several young that cocaine, steroids, marichildren when he was arrest- juana, other narcotics and
guns seized · by the Henry
ed on Oct. 24.
nabbed
were County Sheriff's Office have
Also
Demetrius Avery Jackson, an been sold to citizens like Reed
accused cop killer in Birming- for distribution since 1998.
Sheriff Frank Cassell was
ham, Ala., and Eric Dewayne
Meneese, a Crips gang mem- charged with impeding the
investigation by the FBI and
ber, in Nashville, Tenn..
The weeklong sting, code- · federal drug enforcement
named Operation Falcon III, agents and money laundering.
also led to the sho.o ting death He was in custody and faced
of a Georgia fugitive who wa5 an afternoon bond hearing
killed by authorities as he Thursday.
Fourteen others also were
came out of his house, officials said. The mother of a in custody and police had
fugitive in Florida fired at · been in contact with the rest
police approaching her home. of those indicted except for
Both incidents are under one defendant who was at
investigation, said John F. large, Brownlee said.
Clark, director of the MarMoroccan wins Holocaust
shals Service.
The roundup, in 24 states cartoon contest in Iran
TEHRAN, Iran - Ignoring
east of the Mississippi River,
targeted "the worst of the - widespread condemnation,
worst fugitive felons in the Iran awarded. the top prize in
country," Attorney General a Holocaust cartoon contest
Alberto . Gonzales said at a to a Moroccan artist for his
Washington news conference. depiction of Israel's security
Gonzales said officials wall with a picture o_f the
Auschwitz
concentration
caught 10,733 fugitives.
camp on it•
The organizers of the
Chavez angers opposition with
exhibit meant as a
early Christmas bonuses
response to the Danish carCARACAS, Venezuela Flush with oil profits, Presi- toons of Islam's Prophet
dent Hugo Chavez handed Muhammad that enraged
public workers $3 billion in many Muslims - awarded
Christmas bonuses one-and- Abdollah Derkaoui $12,000
1/2 months early, angering Wednesday for his work
opposition leaders who called . depicting an Israeli crane pilit part of a cynical pattern of ing large cement blocks on
public handouts ahead of a Israel's · security wall and
December presidential elec- gradually obscuring A,1-Aqsa
Mosque in Jerusalem. A piction.
Opponents said the gov- ture of Auschwitz appears on
ernment spending spree the wall.
The mosque is Islam's
includes free commuter train
rides, a free rock concert and third-holiest site.
a powerful propaganda
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the allowable 60 parts:..per-billion
of haloacetic acids. UCF's running annual average is 853 partsper-billion.
UCF uses chlorine to disinfect
the water.·But haloacetic acid is a
ISAAC BABCOCK I SEMINOLECHRONICLE
''byproduct of the disinfection of
Dancers perform at UCF's Skit Knight on Wednesday. Many UCF students showcased their talents in the UCF Arena that night.
the water system," Paradise said
Prather also stressed that UCF
m.ustsubmitam.onthlyevalua- r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tion of haloacetit: acids, allowing
for continuous observation.
Prather explained that a violation of this kind is not a one-time
occurrence. Water plants test
Some
:;,We Fly: ·
annually for a myriad of subf.c:stances, including haloacetic
acids.
Albuquerque
If the test results say there is
(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)
an excessive amount ofthe disinfectant byproduct, they are
required to sample quarterly, he
Austin
said
When four quarterly samples
fail to meet the standards, the
Baltimore/Washington (BWI)
FDEP mandates that the plant is
in violation and must issue a public notice.
At UCF, public notices hang
Boston (See Mancheste( or Providence)
over many water fountains and
sinks on campus.
Some water plants use alterChicago (Midway)
natives to chlorine in order to
minimize haloacetic acids, he
said
Chloram.ines, am.moniated
Denver
chlorine, are used by some com.paitles as an alternative to chlorine, said Richard Lott, the manFt. Lauderdale
ager of the FDEP Drinking Water .
(22 miles to downtown Miami)
Department.
Pipes still need to be flushed
annually with chlorine, and
haloacetic acids can still be presHarlingen/South Padre Island
ent, Lott said
Other treatment plants look to
remove the organic material that
Las Vegas
reacts with chlorine before disinfection. This way, the chlorine
can come into contact with the
Long Island
water without a byproduct.
Unfortunately, this is still a breeding ground for bacteria, he said
Prather said that triLos Angeles (LAX)
halom.ethane violations are also
ONE-WAY WlT H 14- DA Y ADVANCE PURCHASE
common among many Florida
treatment plants. UCF passed
Fares do not include a f ederal exci se t ax of $3.30 per takeoff and landing.
Manchester ·
that test, but failed others.
(A
better
way to Bl'.lston)
A Consumer Confidence
Report distributed in June said
that UCF also violated a fecal coliform and R coli test. 'Three tests
Miami (See Ft. Lauderdale)
taken between Jan. 2005 and Dec.
2005 came back positive.
According to the report, this
Oakland
violation means ''the water may
(18 miles to downtown San Francisco)
[have been] contaminated with
hum.an or animal fecal wastes."
Paradise said that this was
Orlando
nothing to worry about.
"Maybe our guy didn't wash
his hands or the container wasn't
clean,'' Paradise said
Philadelphia
Further resampling came
back negative for the presence of
fecal coliform and R coli
Phoenix
Freshmen David Raanan's
first experience with the water
was not a good one. He had his
first taste in the library; he said
Providence
Initially, he noticed the smell was
(A better way to Boston)
anything but enticing. As he took
a sip, he said he was taken aback.
The taste of the water
Reno/Tahoe
matched the smell - "nasty:•
Raanan's friend, David Tate,
said his first taste of UCF water
Salt Lake City
was in a theater building. His
reactions were somewhat similar
to Raanan's.
"It tastes disgusting and
San Diego
unnatural," said Amanda Shaffer,
who lives on campus in the Lake
Claire comm.unity. "You can defiWanna get away? Now you can. Fly Southwest Airlines for just $49- $159 one-way when
San Jose
nitely taste the chlorine. We
(San
Francisco
South Bay Area)
throw ice cubes in it to make it
you purchase at southwest.com. Be sure to purchase your t icket at least 14 days in. advance
taste better."
and by November 16, 2006. Seats are limited. Fares may vary by destination and day of
Junior Michaelle Benyehuda,
a molecular and microbiology
travel and won't be available on some flights that operate during very busy t ravel times.
Seattle/Tacoma
major, hasn't noticed a change in
the taste of the water.
"It [the public noticeJ said if
Tampa Bay
you drink it a lot it's harmful, but
I guess if you don't drink it so
much it's okay," Benyehuda said
Raanan and Tate's experience
Washington Dulles International
with UCFs water was their first
and last. The two said they hadn't
thoroughly read the public
West Palm Beach
notic<::fares do not include airport·assessed passenger facility charge (PfC) of up to $9 and a federal September 11th Security fee of up to $5 one-way per person. Published service
''They wrote a five-paragraph
only. Some flights operated by ATA Airlines. Tickets are nonrefundable but may be applied toward future travel on Southwest Airlines. fa res are subject to change
essay in fine print," Raanan said
Service may not be available from all cities.
until ticketed. Any change in itinerary may result in an increase in fare. Fares are combinable With other Southwest Airlines fares. excluding senior Fares. If combining with
Both men seemed worried
other fares, the most restrictive fare's rules apply. Fares not available through Group Desk. Service to and from Hawaii excluded. ©2004. 2006 Southwest Airlines Co.
Southwest-operated. published service only
about the effects the water could
have. Tate even claim.ed that he
got sick from. it alreacfy.
¥•1 hope I don't ~t cancer,"
Raanansaid
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Candidates ready for election
FROM Al

· Keeping on the issue,
Russert asked both candidates point-blank whether
they would vote to go to war
with Iraq if they had the information that they now have.
Nelson said that he wouldn't, and blamed his initial support for the war on "massaged
information."
Harris declined from
answering the question
directly, even after Russert
asked several times.
"There wouldn't have been
a vote," she said.
Russert then questioned
Harris on her support of a fair
tax program that would eliminate most taxes and replace
them with a 23-cent national
sales tax.
Harris explained ·her position, saying that ·~erica has
the most onerous tax system
in the world," and that the
plan would boost the econo-

Different robbers may
be involved in cases
FROM Al

SUMMER SHERWOOD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After the debate Wednesday, Rep. Katherine Harris fields questions from reporters. The UCF College Republicans hold up signs behind her.

being; I just choose not to
wear it on my sleeve."
The end of the debat~,
punctuated by both candimy.
Russert then questioned dates' closing statements askher if she was aware that ing directly for votes, drew a
more than 30 percent of standing applause from the
Floridians don't make enough crowd, who had much to say
to pay federal taxes, before after the lively debate.
"Harris just seemed to
asking Nelson's opinion on
the program.
·
avoid the questions," Jared
"Sen. Nelson, so what's Adelman, a political science
wrong with a 23-cent sales tax major, said. ''And when .ihe
and eliminating the IRS?" did give an answer, she often
Russert asked, .drawing essentially repeated what
laughs from the crowd.
Nelson said."
Adelman, a member of the
Nelson argued against
Harris' claim,s, saying that the · UCF College Democrats, said
average taxpayer would wind Nelson was the clear winner.
up paying $4,500 more than "Nelson has a plan and has
the facts to back him up."
·
they do now.
After touching on Social
Mike Teegin, 19, a business
Security, Russert asked Harris major and self-proclaimed
to clarify her remarks·that "if independent thinker, believes
you're not electing Christians, that Nelson is just offering a
then in essence you are legis- smoke screen.
"In his one term in office
lating sin."
Harris said that she was he's flip-flopped from being
simply trying to differentiate pro-life to pro-choice, voted
between herself and Nelson. on initiatives that go against
. She followed by saying that his written platforms and
Nelson's voting record does- frankly, Harris may not be the
n't support his expressed best choice, but I'd rather give
belief in traditional values.
·a new person a chance than
·Nelson countered, saying, re-elect a liar."
In the mini press confer"My faith is the essence of my

ences flanking the Pegasus
Nelson said that his supBallroom after the debate, port of financial aid should
Harris and Nelson were inun- show students his dedication
dated with quick comments to their future.
on issues not covered in the
"For the past six years I've
debates by College Republi- supported more financial
cans, College Democrats, ·assistance because of how
press and invited guests.
essential education is to
"One of the greatest con- America," he said.
cerns for America and for
Endorsed by the Orlando
Florida is establishing a Sentinel, The Florida Timesstrong economy that will Union and the Pensacola
serve as the model for the rest News Journal, among others,
of the nation," Harris said.
Nelson has held a consistent
"When elected I plan on double-digit lead in the polls.
working closely with Sen. Asked after the debate
Mel Martinez to oppose blan- whether Harris thought she
ket amnesty [and] establish had made up the necessary
protocols to create a tempo- ground, she said she'd "leave
rary, legal workforce with a · L'iat up to the voters."
secured identification system.
Overall, the event proved
Strengthening our borders to be an asset to the UCF
begins with one initiative, and community-at-large, and proI plan on establishing that."
vided what political science
Harris said that her eco- associate professor Aubrey
nomic plans would help col- Jewett calls a "coup for UCF
lege students, saying "I want - it speaks well of us when
to make this Florida strong one of the most important
for your generation. Florida's events of the year realizes
economy has the highest job that Orlando is politically
creation and the lowest important.
unemployment rates in the
"Overall, I'd call the debate
nation. Young people need a draw; unlike in past debates,
someone who can invest in they both clearly stood their
their future, and I plan to do · ground to define their posithat when I win."
·
tions."

Congratulations to Ryan Gatewood,
winner of the
Ultimate Tailgate Package!
Ryan will receive a catered BBQ.

Publix

We want to thank our sponsors:
Publix, Coca Cola and Dominos.

We want to thank our partners:
SGA, Athletics, REAL Project, and City Beverages.

wasn't aware I was being attacked
by a mugger in a mask," Chamberlain said "'The man did not say anything, but grabbed my purse and
pushed me hard to the ground He
then took off with his fellow criminal"
An employee of the Burger King
on Alafaya 1hril, Andrew Mitchell.
said that a female and two males
used Chamberlain's credit card
when he was working the drivethru later that night
Another UCF student, who
wishes to remain anonymous, was
also attacked on Oct. 20 at Pegasus
Connection apartments. Her
attackers pushed her to the ground
and snatched her purse. They then
fled along with other suspects in a
Toyota Corolla or Camry, as
described by the victim.
On the same night, a man in a
hockey mask, dark hoodie and dark
.pants attacked Monica Yuropilla on
her way home. He threatened her
for her purse, and when she did not
respond due to shock, he yanked
her purse from her arm causing her
to fall down a flight of stairs.
WhiJ.e Yuropilla suffered a few
minor injuries and did not need to
be transported to a hospital, she
said that she was in fear for her life.
She described the vehicle he fled in
as an older N"lSSail Sentra sedan.
With the recent crimes on and
around campus, students shouldii't
think that ''this won't happen to
me," Jeannette Emert. a UCF Police
officer, said
"Have a plan and then have a
backup plan," Emert said "Know
ahead of time what you would do if
. someone were to attack yolL Ifyou
are a fighter by nature, kick, scream,
bite, punch, do whatever it takes.
''If you are not a flghter, then do
what the attackers say. Do whatever
it takes to keep yourself alive and
unharmed"
"My first reaction was to fight
back until I realized I was being
robbed and could have been in a lot
more danger then I was," Chamberlain said "But my advice to those
who are ever in that situation that
are not being threatened by a gun or

"Just give it up.
Your life is
worth a lot
more than a
cell phone,
wallet and lip
gloss."
- LAUREN CHAMBERLAIN
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT MAJOR

any weapon is to just give it up.
Your life is worth a 'lot more than a
cell phone, wallet and lip gloss."
Despite the increase in crimes in
the area. the UCF Police Department does not feel that it needs to
take any extra precautions. It is taking the same precautions and measures it always has, including driving
arol.tnd campus 24 hours, checking
out all building areas and patro~
parking lots.
Patrol of the campus is usually
only increased in the case of a special event such as homecoming
week. Because tl¥!re is not a history
of increa5ed crftne around Halloween, only the normal amount of
officers were on duty on Oct. 31
If there is any notion that it
inight not be safe to walk home or ·
that there is even a possibility of a
crime occurring, Emert advises that
students call The Safety Escort
Patrol Service.
It is not known if the same
group ofropbers is involved in each
of the cases.
No arrests have been made so
~but police are on the lookout for
the robbers. In at least two cases,
the getaway vehicle has been
described as an older white sedan,
with rust on the rear and making a
squeaky noise.
UCFPD speculates that the
criminals got the hockey masks at a
recent UCF football game, where
the masks were being handed out to t
$tudents.
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For the Golden

ights, it is
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Four games,
four wins
or Knights
miss bowl
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

For the UCF football team, the plan
is simple: four wins in four weeks.
1bat simple phrase has the Knights,
with their 2-6 record, still eyeing a
glimmer of hope.
'We know we have an opportunity
to win these four games and get bowleligible." quarterback Kyle Israel said
"1bat's all we want right now."
"Some people are telling the kids
they are out of it,'' head coach George
O'Leary said, "and that is not true."
Mathematically, O'Leary is right.
Realistically, the Knights must. have a
November to remember for any
chance at a postseason berth.
The do-or-die journey begins Saturday against the East Carolina Pirates.
The Pirates have had little success in
the past five seasons, but in 2006 they
have risen to the top of the Conference
USA East Division (3-2 C-USA, 4-4
overall).
Tiie Pirates are coming off a
thrilling overtime win at Southern
Miss on Oct. 28. Quarterback James
Pinkney scrambled for a. game-tying
touchdown run with 13 seconds
remaining in regulation. In overtime,
the Pirates grabbed their 10th interception of the season and turned it into a
19-yard, game-winning field goal
"There was so much joy, excitement
and celebration in those players, East
Carolina head coach Skip Holtz said.
"So many of the older guys had tears in
their eyes in the locker room after the
game."
The Pirates are not nearly as explosive on offense as the Knights' last
opponent, the Houston Cougars. To
come out of the Citrus Bowl with a victory, the Pirates will rely on smart and
steady play from Pinkney.
Pinkney has thrown just two touchdowns in the last four games, but over
that span, he has only thrown two
interceptions and has posted a 61 percent completion percentage.
The Pirates have not been ·able to
find consistent production from
their running game this year, but
Pinkney is also helping out in
that area. He is the team's

'-

\
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•

ECU quarterback James Pinkney, left, has led his
team into first place in Conference USA's East
Division, which was won last season by running
back Kevin Smith, right, and the UCF Golden
Knights. Pinkney has thrown for 1,950 yards in
eight games this season with a 60.6 completion
percentage. He has 11 total touchdowns, seven
through the air and four on the ground.
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Homecoming can spur UCF
to season-changing victory

Homecoming Game Notes UCF GOLDEN KNIGHTS
Injuries:

•

Joe Burnett is "doubtful" according to
UCF coach George O'Leary, meaning
Emery Allen will get the nod at cornerback after starting opposite Burnett
earli~r this season.
Jordan Richards is going to miss the
rest of the season with a ruptured ligament in his.ankle. O'Leary praised his
replacement, Chance Henderson. The
freshman will start in Richards' spot
this week.

Local ties for the Pirates:
East Carolina quarterback James
Pinkney went to Olympic Heights HS in
Delray Beach. Running back Chris
Johnson attended Olympia HS in
Orlando. The team's other Orlando
native, punter Ryan Doughtery, went to
Boone HS, and wide receiver Bobby
Good went to Lake Highland Prep in
Lake Mary. In all, the team has 20
Florida natives on their roster.

Position:

Position:

Linebacker

Wide receiver

This seasQn:

This season:
Since returning from
aknee injury, he has
played four games,
.__ _ _ _ making 13 tackles.

'--------~

His 15.3 yards per
catch is 2nd on the
team among those
with 1O+ catches.

EAST CAROLINA PIRATES
"2 ~1'191111........~
Position:
Wide receiver

This season: ·
Tops on team with
36 catches,460
receiving yards and
three touchdowns.

INJURIES ON A8

This season:
Second on te~m in
tackles with 50. Also
has one sack and
..__--'-':. ;.,.__.:_____ __, one interception.

ZACH MOORE

the game.
A passing offense can't be present
then show a complete lack of discipline
Homecoming 2006 doesn't carry as and throw interceptions. The running
much luster or importance as many · offense must not be forgotten. And, for
would have hoped when this football once. maybe the defense can show up
season began.
and play the entire four quarters.
The Golden Knights will take the
Even with all of the negatives surfield Saturday carrying a 2-6 record, but rounding this team in the past weeks, .
if you are one of the many who still the Knights have something to look fordrink the Kool-Aid, you will believe this ward to this game. It's homecoming.
team still has a chance.
The fans will be out, and they will want
With a 1-3 record in Conference to cheer. Give them something to cheer
USA, the Knights have dug themselves 1or.
c.
a hole from which it is pretty near
impossible to recover. Yet head coach When the Knights have the ball •• •
George O'Leary is determined to hold
Run the ball, run the ball, and don't
. out hope that his Knights can recover stop running the ball
and the chips could end up falling in
their direction.
In the past two games the Knights'
'We are in a four-game season. You offense has been mauling the oppowin four games, you could basically nent's defensive lines. The strong play
have a piece of the conference. the way of the front five has allowed the Knights'
our conference is on the East Division," running backs to run wild
O'Leary said
The offense was able to run the ball
For all of the chips to fall the way of
the Knights they have to begin this week
PLEASE SEE PRESSURE ON/18
showing up on the field in all aspects o
Staff Writer
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Volleyball set to participate in 'Dig for the Cure'
VICTOR ANDERSON
Staff Writer

Ifyou see Erin Campbell, 'Ili.cia Scott and Jenny Heppert diving for more loose balls than normal Friday night versus UTEP,
then .they have more than one
good reason for that.
The UCF Volleyball team will
participate in the 2006 "Dig for

the Cure" in an effort to increase
breast cancer awareness.
UCF will join 22 other
schools from the Big East,
Atlantic Coast Conference, Conference USA and the entire
Atlantic 10 Conference in this
event that began back in 2003.
This is a cuhnination of
National Breast Cancer Awareness Month, which was October.

In their two home matches
last month versus Marshall and
East Carolina, the team wore
pink ribbons in support of the
Susan G. Komen Foundation.
Head coach Meg Colado realizes the magnitude of promoting
breast cancer awareness, especially in a college setting.
"Breast cancer affects millions of women around the

world and we want to help raise
awareness in any way possible,''
Colado said "We hope-that the
'Dig for the Cure' gives awareness and raises some money for
this great cause. OUr players
hope that the fans attending our
matches will learn more about
breast cancer and, most importantly, how screen for it."
Fans c;an make either a flat

donation or can donate a set
amount per dig for the match.
For example, if someone
donated 50 cents per dig and the
team had 47 digs, then the total
donation would be $23.50. There
will also be hats, pins and visors
sold at the Arena during the
match. Those who are interested
in making a donation or pledge
for the "Dig for the Cure" should

contact Suzi Katz at (407) 8233555 or email her
at
skatz@mailuc£edu.
Titls event is not only about
raising money for the foundation
but also to raise awareness for
breast cancer. If you would like
to find out more information
about the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation, log
on to www.komen.org.

•

Injuries to Richards, Burnett force changes on defense ·
FROM

A7

third-leading rusher with 190
yards. His four rushing touchdowns lead the Pirates.
East Carolina averages 22
points a game, ranking them
eighth in C-USA
But when teams face the
Knights this year, offensive deficiencies don't seem to matter;
they are allowing points to anyone, and it seems to be getting
worse as the season progresses.
UCF's defense has given up a
combined 143 points in their last
three games.
A lot of people point to the
Knights' pass defense as the
main culprit, but O'Leary said
that more responsibility should
fall on the front seven.
So, in an effort ·to improve
the defense's pass rush and
overall speed up front, O'Leary
has replaced a few underperforming veterans with some
young blood
Walk-on defensive end, Jared
Kirksey, will be one of the new
starters. In five games this year,
he has recorded 14 tackles and a
sack.
Next to him, freshman Torrell Johnson will start at defensive tackle. At six-foot-three, 345
pounds, Johnson has the·size to
be an effective run stuffer for
the Knights.
Another freshman in linebacker Chance Henderson will
get his first career start this
weekend and O'Leary is excited
to get him into the game.
"I think he is a thumper,"
O'Leary said of Henderson. "He
m akes mistakes, but hell, I'd
rather make mistakes fast than
slow, like I see. It is a slow death;
I'd rather have a quick death out
there. He'll make quiek mistakes, but he'll also hit people."

Henderson will be filling in
for Jordan Richards, who is out
for the season after he ruptured
ankle ligaments against Houston.
AnotMr critical injured
player for the Knights is comerback Joe Burnett.
O'Leary has listed the preseason All-American as "doubtful" with a high ankle sprain.
Emery Allen, who has made
three starts this season, will try
to make up for loss of Burnett.
Allen has been receiving a
lot of criticism lately from
coaches and fans for poor pass
coverage that has led to big
plays. But O'Leary says that
people should look elsewhere
before they put all the blame on
the freshman.
"[Allen] has missed some
plays," O'Leary said, "but ...
where the heck is the free safety? Where the heck is the weak
side linebacker? Where the
heck is the defensive end?
Where were those guys? There
is more than one guy involved
in all of the plays."
The Pirates don't have as
much controversy or friction on
their defense, as they rank in CUSA'.s top three in total defense,
scoring defense and forced
turnovers.
They are especially tough .
against the pass. They are
allowing just 161 yards through
the air this season, but in their
past fom games, they have been
even stronger. In those games, ·
they are permitting 143 passing
yards.
The Pirates hope to continue
this success against the Knights'
passing game, which seems to
have undergone a very silent
passing of the torch over the last
few weeks. While senior Steven
Moffett is probably going to see

...

•
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ECU running back and Orlando native Chris Johnson, seen here scoring a touchdown in a 28·23 loss to Navy on Sept. 2, is second on the Pirates in rushing yards. He is the team's leading kick
returner, averaging 28.5 yards a return with one touchdown this season.

some playing time, the majority
of the offense is now run by
Israel. And the junior is trying
to seize the moment.
"I finally got an opportunity
and I might never get another
one," Israel said "This could be
my opportunity right now. ... I
am really just doing everything
I can and learning at the same
time the best that I can for this
team and this offense."
In his two starts this year,

Israel has put up 534 passing
yards with four touchdowns
and two interceptions.
He said that the game has
slowed down for him lately, but
he admits he still has a lot of
room for improvement.
Specifically, he wants to cut
down the offense's Il)istakes
and come through in a crucial
situation.
In SatUrday's. game against
Houston, Israel's crucial situa-

tion came with the Knights
down 38-31 with 11 minutes
remaining.
The coaches put the game
on Israel's shoulders and called
for three straight pass plays,
even though the Knights were
carving up the Cougars defense
with their running game. ·
But Israel did ·not come
through,
throwing
three
straight incompletions that
forced a quick punt. Israel said

he is going to learn from this
experience and try to grow and
mature because of it.
Israel's maturation process
will continue in the Knights'
Homecoming game on Saturday versus the East Carolina
Pirates. The game kicks off at 4
p.m. at the Citrus Bowl. A replay
of the contest will be aired on
Monday at 8 p.m. on CSTV
(Bright House Networks channel 554).

'IJ
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Pressure will be key to containing dual-threat QB Pinkney
pletely out as an option for the
Knights.
35 times for 155 yards against
"I am annoyed that we throw
Rice, and then ran wild over the ball three times in a row
Houston for 248 yards on 47 car- when it was 38-31. That is not
ries.
playing smart, whether it was
The offense needs to take the coaches or players, it makes
advantage of the soft defense no difference," O'Leary said
that the Pirates play. Throughout
The offensive line is the backt~e
the season they are allowing an bone of this team right now.
average of 169 rushing yards a They are providing gaping holes
game, 4.1 yards a rush and have for Kevin Smith and Jason
allowed nine rushing touch- Peters. It is imperative that the
downs.
·
coaching staff stays on course·
The problem that seems to and runs the ball even if the
plague the Knights' offense is Knights slip behind on the scoretheir abandonment of the run- board in the beginning.
Pinkney will be as much as the
ning game. Against Rice the
Knights can handle. So far this
offense ran the ball only five When the Pirates have the ball ...
season Pinkney has been stellar.
times in the second and fourth
East Carolina quarterback
He is remarkably accurate in
quarter.
James Pinkney vs. UCF second- the short passing game, picking
And then against Houston on ary.
apart the underneath coverages.
a critical drive the Knights aban- ·
He is ·averaging over a 60 perdoned the running game again,
So far this season the Knights' cent completion percentage this
instead passillg for three straight Achilles' heel has been their season along with his seven
incompletions and punting the defense.
touchdown passes.
ball.
As the offense continues to
While Pinkney is making
The critical three-and-out progress and make strides, the plays he is prone to make misagainst Houston was a turning defense hasn't been able to put a takes as well. Along with his
point allowing the Cougars to complete game together and seven touchdown passes he has
jump to 14 unanswered points shut a team down completely.
thrown six interceptions. This
and take the running game comTitls week the challenge for could be a silver lining for the
FROM

A7

"I am annoyed that we throw the ball
three times in a row when it was 3831. That is not playing smart, whether
it was coaches or players, it makes
no difference."

View our menu online:
www.UCFDominos.com

40.7 -384-8888
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- GEORGE O'LEARY
UCF HEAD COACH

Knights' defense.
Pinkney will try to make the
play and will make a mistake
from time to time. It is important
the Knights force him into situa.tions that will cause mistakes.
''Blitz more or do something
that can help them basically
make a big play;' O'Leary said
If the front seven is able to
provide pressure on Pinkney,
then the secondary has to
pounce on the opportunities he
gives them. This game will rely
on the defensive backs shutting
down the potent passing game of

the Pirates.
If the secondary is torched
once again, it will force the
Knights to abandon their game
plan once again on both sides of
the ball

the Pirates have to drive the
length of the field and not score
any cheap points.
-

Final thoughts ...

Each game is a new season.
O'Leary says this every day,
Special Teams ..•
preaching to his team to forget
East Carolina kick returner what happened the week before
Chris Johnson vs. Knights' kick- and focus on the task at hand
off coverage.
It certainly has to be difficult
at this point for this team. So
So far this season the cover- many expectations accompaage team on kicks has done their nied them into the season and
job and more.
now, facing a 2-6 record and the
Only allowing 20 yards a · ever-dwindling hopes of a bowl
return all season, the Knights game, how can this team not
have managed to make teams think about what has gone
drive down the field and not get wrong?
easy scores.
Yet for this game at least, the
Of course the exception to team needs to focus on the task
that is the opening kick-off athand
Begin the end of the season
against Pittsburgh, and that is a
problem that could re-occur Sat- on the right foot, get a victory
urday. Johnson has the speed to and steamroll through the end of
take any kickoff back the other the season and bring positive
way and he has proven that with thoughts into what will be a long
a% yard kick r~tum for a touch- off-season.
down and an average of 28.S
And don't forget it's homeyards a return.
coming.
The Knights need to rein in
It wont hurt to give the fans
Johnson to ensure Pinkney and something to cheer about.

•
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Enter to win
apair of tickets

by filling out the All American Rejects quiz at

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com/rejects
*All entrie~ust be completed by
Monday, November 6th.,
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_.Borat style
British comedian reveals the
painfully funny t~ths of our
American narrow-mindedness
WILLIAM GOSS

California in an effort to see the
real America and ultimately
woo his newfound goddess.
Perhaps the most gloriously
It's upon that thin narrative
offensive and hilariously inci- premise that Cohen and direcsive movie since 1999's South tor Larry Charles allow Borat's
Park: Bigge~ Longe~ and homophobic, xenophobic, sexUncut, the faux documentary ist and anti-Semitic attitudes to
Borat: Cultural Learnings of run rampant and consequently
America for Make Benefit Glo- reveal the ignorance that still
rious Nation ofKazakhstan is a lurks within segments of the
wonder to behold
American population today.
· For his television program, Besides the requisite handful of
Da Ali G Show, ;British comedi- scripted scenes to forward the
an Sacha Baron Cohen created plot, the majority of footage is
three fictional characters who composed of Borat's interviews
would interview unsuspecting with citizens, whether asking a
strangers. One of these per- . feminist group to confirm that
sonas was that of Borat women Mve smaller brains or
Sagdiyev, a news reporter from supporting our ''war of terror"
Kazakhstan who revels in the to a packed Vrrginia rodeo and
joys of making sexy time and proclaiming that "George W.
lives in constant fear of homo- Bush should drink the blood of
sexuals and Jews (despite the every innocent man, woman
fact that Borat greets every man and child ofIraq," to the crowd's
with a kiss and the fact that modest support.
Cohen himself is Jewish).
Borat's merit as satire is
This film supposes that the questionable at best, seeing as
Kazakhstan Ministry of Infor- the filmmakers were unlikely to
mation has appointed Borat and pass up a potential gold mine of
his producer, Azamat Bagatov prejudice in the South for a
(Ken Davitian) to America in more random event. Regardhopes of solving the country's less, Cohen remains effortlessly
problems - "economic, social, in character, improvising to
and Jew." After arriving in New hilarious effect and then mainYork, Borat finds himself smit- taining his composure when a
ten with Baywatch babe Pamela few subjects reveal their posiAnderson and convinces Aza- tions on homosexuality and
mat that they need to travel to slavery with. minimum hesitaStaff Writer

nessing more than they would
probably ever hope to.
Thanks in no small part to a
three-man team of editors, the
comic timing of Cohen and
Charles falls into impeccable
Genre: Comedy
sync, to the point where even
Staring: Sacha Baron Cohen, Ken
the heaviest bouts of laughter
Davitian, Pamela Anderson
' cannot drown out the next line.
Director: Larry Charles
Even at an impressively ecoRated: R• Runtime: 82 mins.
nomic 82 minutes, the experience borders on overkill, while
still whetting one's appetite for
tion.
Still, although it seems that the inevitable DVD supplehe is only singling out the pock- ments (Fox has already placed
ets of prejudice that exist in any · some deleted scenes online).
Wouldn't you know it, South
land, he sometimes reveals our
accommodation and considera- Park managed a similarly vigortion of foreign guests, seen in ous sensation in the same
Borat's visit to the Alabama . amount of time. Maybe brevity
Dining Society, which greets has something to do with wit
after all.
him with relative respect.
A 2002 movie based on .
lbat is, until he brings a pair.
of unwanted guests to dinner, Cohen's Ali G character was
one ofwhich validates the man- dumped straight to video, statesion's address on Secession side, and the rights to an
upcoming movie based on
Drive.
The same scene demon- Cohen's remaining persona,
strates Cohen's capability to that of a gay German fashion
adapt to not just different situa- reporter named Bruno, · have
tions and reactions but to varied already been sold to Universal
. for a good chunk of change.
types of humor.
·
One wonders exactly how
Although a sizeable portion
of the comedy stems from polit- much more astute social comical incorrectness and equal- mentary Cohen can milk out of
opportunity offense, he is no it on the big screen. Whether it
less keen on the scatological works or not remains to be
and other degrees of low-brow seen, but for now, Borat offers
humor, and a midpoint slapstick fresh perceptions that reveal
sequence in a hotel room goes and mock deep-seated intolerto unspeakable lengths to sup- ance and subsequently rob it of
its power. When it's not doing
port this.
· Such scenes are made all the that, it's still a tremendously
more hilarious (or horrifying) funny experience that serves as
by the actors' awareness that testament to Cohen's remarkthey're in the public eye, with able comedic prowess.
All in all, "issa" very nice.
many innocent bystanders wit-

Borat: Cultural Learnings of
America for Make Benefit
Glorious Nation ofKazakhstan

*****
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and Race Book

SATURDAY.- NOV. 4TH
The Breeder's Cup 8 Amazing Races!
The Most Exciting
16 Minutes in $norlS!
Door Open 10:30 a.m.
College Students Always Free
(With Valid l .D.J

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

Geared up for UCF Homecoming '06
Students get shirts
for showing up on
Homecoming days
JAMIE SALMASIAN
11

•

StaffWriter

other homecoming events this
week, and you can be a spirited
UCF student by wearing your
"Hero's Unleashed" T-shirt.
Here's what two students had to
say:

~~
p~

Aaron Distler,19,forensic science
major, sophomore
·

This past week, UCF has
Where did you get your
been taken over by students 2006 UCF Homecoming Twearing black T-shirts with a shirt?
knight on the front and the
Monday night at Movie
words "Heroes Unleashed" on Knight.
the back.
So where did all of these
How do you feel about
trendy tees come from? Differ- · school spirit at UCF?
ent activities for this year's
I feel that school spirit is very
homecoming!
important!
Each night at the different
homecoming events, homeWhat do you think will be
coming volunteers handed out your favorite 2006 Homefree T-shirts to students. Some coming activity?
lucky students, like Aaron DisMcivie Knight, because it was
tler and Raquel DeFreitas, fun to get out, hangout with my
already grabbed their free shirts friends, watch a movie and
at Movie Knight on Monday enjoy the night.
and Carnival Knight on Tuesday.
Raquel Defreitas, 19,molecular
Keep your eye out for the and microbiology major, freshman
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«ates
, You 'Where You Want rfo 90

Over 40,000 Magazines,
Books &DVDs
·

* Over 35,000 Adult Toys &Lingerie

Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts
Show UCF. ID and
get 20% off EVERYTHING!

ww • remierAdult.com

Where did you get your
2006 UCF Homecoming Tshirt?
Last night at Carnival Knight.
How do you feel about
school spirit at UCF?

Mon. -Sat. 9am -2am, Sun. 9am -1am

It's important to support
your school!

a~~ffi~llo~®~®

What do you think will be
your favorite 2006 Homecoming-activity?
The carnival! Everything
was free, except the food

5009 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
1112 Miles South of 1-4

Sick? Hurt?

We,re. open ·every day.

Injuries and illnesses can happen anytjme, requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open every day of the year, providing prompt, professional and friendly medical attention.
•Treatment for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab tests and immunizations
• Physicals for school, sports or work
•
Come see us for the care you need to feel better now.

'

\(r;f
so/antic
\._ 1 walk-in urgent care
Great care. Fast and fair.

I,
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MOVIE TIMES

(R) 11:55a,2:15p,4:35,8:10, 10-30, 12:50a

c.atch aFire
(PG-13)10-~

The Departed
(R) 12:00p, 12:30, 3:25, 700, 7:30, 10-15
'll

Employee ofthe Month
(PG-13) 12:15p, 3:10, 7:10, 9:45, 12:35a

Facing the Giants
(PG) lO:OSa, l:OOp,400,6:55, 10:05

Aags of our Fathers
(R) 1:10p, 4:20, 7:30, 10:40

Aicka
(PG) 10-.lOa, l:OSp,4:15, 7:15,!l:55, 12:30a

AushedAway

'

(PG) lO:OOa, 11:40, 12:10p, 12:40,200,2:30,3:00,4:20,
4:50,5:20,6:40, 7:10, 7:40, 9:00, 9"30, 10:10, 11:30,
12:0ll

TheGrudge2
(PG-13)3~. 10:45

The Guardian
(PG-13) 11:45a, 3:30i),6:SQ, 10:15

Man ofthe Year
(PG-13) 12:55p, 4:25, 7:50, 10:35

Marie Antoinette
(PG-13) 12:35p,4:40,7:55, 10-50

One Night with the King
(PG) 11:50a, 3:45p, 6:45, 9:35

OpenSeason
(i'(i) 11:35a, W5p,.4:30, 7:45

The Prestige
(PG-13) 12:20p,4:10, 7:20, 10-30 .

The Santa aause 3: The Escape aause
(G) 11:35a,12:05p, 2:10, 2:40, 4:45, 5:15, 7:20, 7:50, 9"55,
10-15, 12:30a

Saw Ill
(R) 10:10a, 11:30, 12:45p, 1:15, 2:20, 3:40, 4:35,500,
7:05, 7:35,800, 9:50, 10-10, 10-50, 12:45a

-USlin<jsforFfiday,Nov.3

Borat
(R) 10:25a, 12:00p, 12:50, 2:20, 3:10,4:40,5:15,7:35,
7:50, 10:20, 11m, 12:50a

Catch a Fire

(PG-13)4:25p, 9:45, 12:40a ·

The Departed
(R) 12:00p, 3:20, 6:40, 9"55

Employee of the Month
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So you've accepted it. Bob
Saget probably doesn't own
any.cardigans. Hell, he probably doesn't even think home
videos are entertaining. The
50-year-old comedian said
he's spent a lifetime doillg
things he didn't consider
funny.
Now he's doing what he
wants - hitting the road for a
14-month, college-only tour.
"Here I am, a 50-year-old
guy, and I feel like I relate a lot
more to 20-year-olds than 50year.:olds,'' the father of three
said.
Saget, who recently signed
up for an account on
MySpace, said he loves hearing from kids who grew up
watching him on Full House
and can now appreciate his
stand-up comedy.
"Nobody gets shocked and
says 'Oh my God, Danny Tanner is cursing,'" he said. "They
come knowing what to expect
in my stand-up."
Saget said he opted ~o do a
college tour because most of
his fans are either collegeaged or college students. But

one college performanc.e still
makes him cringe.
"I was performing at
Northwestern, and as soon as
I get on stage, girls are throwing their signed tampons at
me,'' he said. ·~ I could think
was, 'thank God they're in
wrappers."'
Saget said he doesn't like
when people throw things·at
him onstage, but "as long as it
doesn't have the consistency
of pudding, I'm fine.''
Aside from dodging tampons, Saget has kept himself
busy with two major projects:
a mockumentary of 2005's
March ofthe Penguins, which
will feature the voices of
Samuel L. Jackson and Dane
Cook, and a host position on
NBC's newest game show 1 ·
vs. wo; which debuted last
month. ·
While his stand-up humor
· is notably different from that
of his network TV performances, Saget said he's working
to integrate the two. .
"Last episode [of 1 vs. WO],
I said 'We're gonna do this for
shiggles,'' Saget says with ;:i.
chuckle. '~d that's about as
far as I can go."

(PG-13) 10-SOa, 1:25p, 4:15, 7:10, 12:35a

Flags of our Fathers
(R) 4:00p, 7:10, 10:15
Open captioned showtimes: 12:30p

· Flicka
(PG) 10:40a, 1:15p, 7:25

Flushed Away
(PG) 10:45a, 12:05p, 12:45, 1:30,2:15, 3:00, 3:40, 4:20,
5:05,6:45, 7:25, 7:55, 9:25, 1000, 10-30, 11:35, 12:05a

TheGrudge2
(PG-13)4:50p, 9:50, 12:10a

The Guardian
(PG-13) 9:35p

Man ofthe Year
(PG-13) 10:00a, 12:35p, 3:30, 7:05, 10:45

Marie Antoinette
(PG-13) 12:40p, 3:50, 7:45, 10:35

One Night with the King
(PG) 10-35a, 1:20p, 6:50

.

Open Season
(PG) 12:15p, 2:30,4:45, 6:55

The Prestige
(PG-13) 12:25p, 4:05, 7:00, 10:05

Running with Scissors
(R) 10:15a, 1:00p, 4:10, 7:3'0, 10:15

The Santa Oause 3: The Escape Clause -

(G) 10:0ll, 11:35, 12:20p, 2:10, 2:40,4:45, 5:15, 7:20,
7:50, 9:55, 10:25, 12:30a

Saw Ill
(R)10:30a, 12:10p, 1:10,2:40,4:30,5:10, 7:40,8:10,
9:40, 10:10, 10:40, 12:15a, 12:45

iJ'

Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas
in Disney Digital 3-0

COURTESY CONCERT5HOTS.COM

(PG) 10:05a, 12:20p, 2:50, 5:00, 7:15, ~30, 11:40
- Listings fur Friday, Nov.3 .

·Ben Folds' album
his biggest fold

RICHARD CORLISSTIM .

AMANDA K.SHAPIRO·
Staff Writer

PARK AVE JUNIOR
TOP 10 SALES:·
Artist /frtle I Label
1.

My Chemical

Romance/Black
Parade/Reprise

2. John Legend/Once

Again/COiumbia

3. Bright Eyes/Noise
Floor/Saddle Creek
4. Senses Fail/Still ·
SearchingNag rant
S. Sparta/771rees/Hollywood

6. Converge/No
Heroes/Epitaph
7. Killers/Saml Town/Island
8. Saosin/Saosin/Capitol
9. MXPX!Let's Rock/Side 1
Dummy
_;;
10.

BEN FOLDS/SUPER
SUNNYSPEED
GRAPHIC/EPIC

Is Ben Folds the newest rapper to take the Hip-Hop world
by storm? Negative. However,
the singer/songwriter did turn
heads with Bitches ain't shit,
one of the infamous tracks
appearing on his latest solo
release,
Sµpersunnyspeedgraphic.
The song features a monotone and Ebonics-speaking
Folds recalling obscene memories that probably - and hopefully - never really happened.
'!rack listing for the LP may
sound vaguely familiar to true
Ben Folds fans. The album
compiles material that was
previously released and features two new songs.
Though his music may be
awe-inspiring, Folds clearly
lacks creativity when it comes
to the album-title process. For
this release, he simply combined the titles from his previous albums in.to one word
Supersunnyspeedgraphic
grabbed the No. 10 spot last
week on Park Avenue Junior's
top 10 li.St
The album allowed Folds to
showcase his faith in the "if it
ain't broke, don't fix it" adage.
Folds' songwriting abilities

"DEEPLY SICK, . I~
UTTERLY IRRESl~TIBLE.
''

Ben Folds
Album: Supersunnyspeedgraphic
Label: Sony

***•.
Available now

give the music a definitive
edge. Even Folds' transcending
piano playing can't disguise his
lyrics, which can. often make
you want to giggle or feel like
an ass. Case in point - There's

always someone cooler than
you.
My favorite pick from the
album is Learn to live with

BDR4T
iijlitlii:t.JIO m:a:1tt.jUI 1,1 lt;llQ IM:I! IJ!ll:!f!U113M;ll1!iij:Om1:1n1.1" Ulfif.1,I

what you are.
Supersurinyspeedgraphic is
an upbeat and witty reminder
that Folds is still a).ive and kicking. Fans of Folds should check
out Amos Lee, an artist with
similar skill~
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Moa issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

PAYMENT METHODS

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

HelpWanted:General
Help Wanted:Part-nrne
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Qpportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

(

(

c
B
B
B
A
A
B

325
350
375
400

500

600
700
800

900

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A

Rate B

$6
s4

$9
$6

Rate(

$J.8

. $J.2

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours a day

~ HELP WANTED:

~ HELP WANTED:
l~General

~General
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

coxAuto
Trader

FORCE ONE

Baby Sitter needed in ttie Oviedo area.
Afternoons Monday-Friday. 10-15 hours
per week. 2 school age children. Nonsmoker. $1 O/hr. Must have own car.
Please contact 407-754-4454

Tired of making low wages and working long hours? Ar.e
you money motivated but can't seem to find the right
job? Is school keeping you busy?

Get a realjob!
·Have.flexible hours .
•Make good money(avg. $15/hr)
•Stay close to campus.
•Stay in school.

Call 4o7·-s96-0124 Ext. 2963
to schedule an interview or email your resume to
wally.schmidt@traderonline_.com

Make full-time pay working part-time hours working less than a mile
from school! Come work for the nations largest New and Used Car
·
Advertise~ent Company!

Auto
Trader®
afAilMt~

. SEEKING SEASONAL
TAX PROFESSIONALS AND
EMAIL CUSTOMER SUPPORT.
We will work and train around school schedules,
so our open positions are ideal for students.

Women ages 21-30 - you can
, help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.
Nanfly needed 35 hrs/week for a 6
month old. $11 per hour in my Oviedo
home. references req'\l. Start Jan 1st.
Contact Liz at 407-359-6411
FT/PT Help is needed at our 3 locations
for Sunshine Hydroponics Garden
Center. Plant maintenance & retail duties
apply. Wiling to travel locally is helpful.
Must have an interest in growing and
caring for plants! $8-$12/ hr. Call Peter at
407-31 0-5345

D'Angelo
Grilled Sandwiches

12014 Eas_t Colonial Drive,
Orlando 32826

Opening Soon And Now Hiring

Bagel King Customer Service
Coffee, sandwiches, food pre·p. Good
references & food exp required.
PfT or FfT. Will train, $7.50/hr +tips
call Donna 407-509-7154

Team Members
As a leading regional sandwich shop, we are· looking for
bright, hardworking and energetic workers, to become part ,

Immediate PT, SW Ori
Admin.Assistant, flex hrs. Phone,contracts,billing, proposals.filing ..
MSWord,Access,Outlook.Contact Bob
Nichols at 407-898-3572X12 or 321-2176496 for phone interview.

of our team and to help us fulfill our aggressive goals

Team Members

Valet Parking Attendants- physically fit,
well-groomed, exc customer service
skills and clean driving record req'd.
Weekdays, Frr, Prr, immediate openings,
exc pay. Call 407-303-8025, leave
message! EOE, DFWP.

<)

must be friendly customer service oriented

individuals with enthusiasm amd the ability to work in a fast

Coming Soon Buffalo Wild Wings!
WE NEED GOOKS
Full-time, All shifts
504 N. Alafaya Tr (407)737-8880
$5,842 FREE Cash grants. Never
Repay! FREE grant money for School,
Housing, Business, Real Estate. For
listing~ 1-800-509-6956 ext. 802.

for .

bringing this premier restaurant chain to Orlando.

pace restaurant environment,

We Offer:

A competitive pay and benefits package , flexible

schedules and outstanding training.

Interested? Stop by the store for an application or
Email .u s at ecdjobs@vahoo.com & we will ·email one to you!
or mail or fax us your resume! FAX: 407-273-1161
EOE

Bridge of Orlando Assisted Living now
hiring Servers and Activities Assistant.
Server position shift is 4-8 p.ip. Flex.
schedule: Weekends required.
Activities Assistant needed 5-10 hrs/wk.
Creative, Energetic, Fun, and
Responsible. Must enjoy working with
Seniors. No exp. necessary. Apply
anytime in person at 3201 Rouse Rd or
fax resume to 407-384-8810.
Front desk assistant for property
management company in the Lake
Buena Vista area. PfT & Frr, flex. w/
school sched., great pay and benefits,
must be able to work weekends. Must be
N/S, bright and good w/ people.
Education a plus. Drug-free workplace,
background check performed. Fax
resume w/ desired pay w/ attn to:
Christina 407-827-7732.
Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs. ·
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•..
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
FAST CASH!!!
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'1 O". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 321-438-0077. FAST CASH!
Barn Help Wanted
Responsible and Reliable
Some experience w/ horses
Good Pay. Call 407-489-7657

ATTENTION:UCFSTUDENTS
We' re Exploding
With Opportunities
. .. at Dia!America Marketing
EARN FULL TIME PAY-WORKING PART-TIME HOURS

$8 - $15/Hour Avg. Earnings
\Vl)rking with the top compu.ni<'s across the tinlion. we <ir~ the nnLionul leadl•r in dte tcleo;ale.'J
industr)' o.nd pmvide great o pportunities for our pttrt-timl'.". staff.

o
o

i$81Hour Gunnmteed
W!!clc:Ly Paychecks

0

\Vi;ekly Bt>IUIS
Great Purt~Time Flc..:;ible Sche'dulcs AM & PM
Paid Trtuning
Profc~;on~l Environment
Orowth OpJ)l.'lrWnitil!s
401K
'f\.\·o Com·enienLLocutions 1

o
o
o
o

o
u

Call and Schedule an .Interview:

North Orlando/UCF: 407-673-9700
3592.Aloma Ave. Suile 6

South Orlando: 407-243-9400
5575 S. Semoran B l vd. Suite 19

Apply Online:
www.DialAmerica.com/WinterPark
shenao@dialamerica.com

..

)

EARN

• TUESDAY, NOV. 7TH • 3 PM - 7 PM

UPTO

• TUESDAY, NOV. 21ST • 3 PM ~ 7 PM

$170/MO.

CONTACT CENTER OPEN HOUSE

donating
plasma regularly

12650 Ingenuity Drive, Suite 200
• Orlando, FL 32826

•)

··-·····················-··

.

I

~ SPfCIAL
~ ~10 OFFfR
•

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation •

l)

··-······--···········-····
Part-time and Full-time positions available.
Now located ·in Research Park In Orlando!
FORTUNE Magazine's "Most Admired Software Company"

INTUIT.COM/ORLANDO

r111 a 11111~11f
l..llJ I PE.1111.ll\ IQIQI
Find out h.ow thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

$-.lntu1t®
Intuit chooses to be an equal opportunity employer.

--'-'-----

~~\

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www .dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

~,

.
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Ground floor· 212. Gated cornm., central
air, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerator,
W/D, community pool, lawn care
Included. $950/mo. Call 407·227·4116. ·

If you are asales closer of any kind, are looking for aplace to make six figures, are ready to walk your
talk, do what it takes in aprofessional, dynamic sales driven environment where trips to Veqas,
London and South Beach are-the rewards and alife of success, destiny calls!!
·
~I

.

As aloan officer with MetAmerica Mortgage Bankers in Orlando, you will have the opportunity to
change the lives ofothers while facing daily challenges. No mortgage experience?No problem.
MetAmerica offers 3weeks ofincomparable training. prequalified leads daily, and constant support
as you !earn the business.
Benefits include Blue Cross/Blue Shieldand 40 Ikwith maximum allowable match.

For immediate consideration, please fax or email your resume to
757-213-9450 or kimnp@metamerica.us.
Visit our website www.metamerica.us
EOE/Mftll

·Full-Time Inside ·sales ReP.resentatives
$25 _K base salary
plus commissions & bonuses
Full Benefits
Paid Vacations/Holidays

~
S<(>remedia
email resumes to

insidesales@scoremedia.net

..

Condo's for rent 1,2, & 3 bedrooms,
granite, stainless steel, W/D avail in
certain units. Start at $750/mo. Please
Call 305:705.9545
UCF AREA. Addison Place ·
Apartments. 1/1 apts avallable now.
1 month of free rent.
Call 407-273-5610

2 Rooms avail. In beautiful 3/2. $450/mo
Incl. util, high speed Internet, cable, elec.
Located close to 417, 408 and 528.
Great community. Call 407-256-3998.
Gay male has 3 bdrm/2 bath home to
share, heated/screened private pool,
high-speed & WIFI Internet, loaded
cable/DVR, washer/dryer, wldescreen
theater. Newly remodeled. $480 Incl. all
except phone. Brian 407-281-0036.
Female roommate needed to share 212
duplex. Near UCF. $380/mo + half utll.
Call Anqrea 407-496-5433.
Roommates needed In 4/2.5 home
located In Avalon Park, on cul-de-sac,
and lake, near dining and stores, .utl/ ..
high speed Internet Incl . $550/mo + sec.
dep. Call 407-929-9317.
Room for rent • Great for mature,
serious single students. Located in
Sanford off 417 ·Private Bdrm, Utll,
Cbl/lnternet. Use of: Living flm, Ktch
W/D. FREE-Just by aiding ACTIVE
personable male WHEELCHAIR person
to BED at NIGHT, househfd duties. Exp
not required. (407) 547· 6832
Mature couple seeking responsible F to
share 3/2 home in Waterford Lakes.·
Great Location! Wiii have own bathroom.
407-340-4957

AVALON PARK·
2BED/2BATH/2·CAR GARAGE - QUIET
FAMILY NEIGHBORHOOD.
COMMUNITY POOL. $1150 PER
MONTH, $1000 SECURITY CALL
561-371-1460
AVALON PARK. New 3BR plus den/2BA
home for rent. 20 min to UCF. Furnished.
No pets. Security system, phone,
Internet, water, .cable, W/D included.
Community pool. $1500/mo plus pay
electric bill. Available Nov 15th. Call
407-810-0138.
Brand New! 3/3.5/2 car gar Townhome
Avalon Park/Spring Isle, breakfast bar,
42" cabinets, all appliances, sec. sys.
Beautiful gated comm. w/ comm. pool,
clubhouse. Water and conservation view.
Close to shopping, UCF, and major
hwys. $1,350/mo. Florida Homes Realty
Prof. Group Carolyn 407-405-037~.
3/2.5 Home for Rent ASAP!
$1300/ mo. W/D, fawn care.use of H.0.A
amenities. Smoking and Pets OK.
. 407-467-3369
Environmental chemistry lab in Orlando
seeking. a full-time person to do
GC/HPLC analysis. Recent graduate or
someone near graduation with a science
major. Small company, very good pay,
health insurance. Fax resumes to 407·
382-7195.
Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Bullt In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home from
$1500 and up or share from $395 and
Up, master $595 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertylnvestments.com

Room for Rent In House, UCF 10mlns.
11X11 $400, $200 sec.dep. all utilities
included + cable and high speed internet.
Call Steve 407-267-4982.

Room available $450/mo
util incl. 15 mins ·from UCF, will have own
bathroom and walk-in closet. Must like
dogs. Call In evenings please.
(407) 227-7579
Need roommates for 6/4 house.
$550/mo, cable, phone, high speed
internet incl., utility allowance. Ready
ASAP. Call.Ivette 407-625-8687
Room for Rent in a 3 bdrm/2 ba.
Beautiful home, 5 mins from UCF. All Util
Internet/Cb! Included
$550/mo. Call 954-649-4933.
One Female Roommate Wantedll
To share a house in Waterford Lakes
with two other females. Beautiful house
with a fireplace and hardwood floors.
$500 plus utilities a month.
CALL: Janet (305) 206-3831
Room avail. in 4/3, private room and
bath. Female pref. Avalon Park. All util,
and high speed internet incl. $550/mo +
sec. deposit. Call 407-929-9317.
Room Avail. In 412 In ASHINGTON
PARK. 1mi from UCF. $400/mo. Big
Backyard, High Speed Cable/WWW.
Very Clean and Relaxed. 954-249-0908
1 room for rent in 3/2 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard,·
looking for laid back person MtF:
$350/mo + util. Call 321 -695-5526.
1 Bedroom wt private bath avail. in 4/3.5.
$550/mo incl. util. Need deposit+ 1st
month rent. Avail ASAP!!
Call Gloria 321-348-3'021.

1 bdrm in 212 Pegasus Landing
Female Student $585 inc. utilities
Shuttle to UCF!
Avail. Dec. or Jan.
Call Kaylin : 407-276-5961

BRAND NEW Avalon Park 3/2.5, 1 car
garage, gated community, pool, ceramic
tiling, 42" cabinets, W/D, on pond.
$1100/mon. Call 407-249-4969.
Brand New 4/2.5 in Waterford Trails.
Community pool, tenpis courts, 2,724 sq.
ft. W/D. Less then 10 minute to UCF.
Call 321-303·3165.
LOCATION,LOCATION,LOCATIONI
New 212.5/1 Townhouse(HawthorneGlen)w/sec.sys,w/d $1250+dep. Walking Dist ·
to UCF.3214468933

Help Needed. Part-time kitchen
assistant. Candidate must be friendly,
reliable and a hard worker. Must be able
to work a flexible schedule. No
experience necessary, will
train. Religious Retreat Center located in
Oviedo. Please call Alison at
407/365-5571 ext#1 o.
Looking for Outgoing Prr Valets
Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. lmmed openings.
Apply online @ parkwayvalet.c6m
Nanny/Babysitter needed in my home.
Prr evenings and some Saturdays. Must
have reliable car and great references.
Close to UCF. Call 407-977-0159.
Rock climbing wall attendant needed for
Central Florida Theme Park. Free Theme
Park admission. $7.pO/hr start.
Weekends required. 352-516-8618

...

..

Personal assistant needed for Real .
Estate Agent In the 'UCF/Lake Nona
Area. Flexible hours. Must be detail·
oriented, have excellent computer skills
and be able to work independently.Fax
resume to 407-207-4395.

Needed electronic technicians for a
busy el~ctronlc repair shop. Salary on
% of work done. Experience a pl~s.
407-948-6409
Utllttles consulting Co. seeks
candidates to perform fieldwork In
Central FL. Position Involves
analyzing data and verifying data In
the•fleld. Starting Sal. $23,000, 4 day
week, Fax resume to 407-382-8390.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Cilek on Surveys.
Earn while in class & have amazing
healthy energy wt this revolutionary drink, awesome opportunity here. For free
sample and info call : 407-435-4694.

Large 3/2 btwn Alafaya and Rouse on
conservation area w/ pond view. VERY
private. Available 11/10. Students w/
pets OK. $1350/mo. (407) 380-2232

Tuscawilla Townhome:

Brand New 2/2.5 for rent
in Victoria Pines. Includes cable, DSL,
securitY, water. All new appliances and
h\inds. Students OK, No pets. $1000/mo
-1
Call (407) 32b°'i1909.

Arden Villas 212 Looking for someone to
move in Jan. through May. Spacious
Bedrooms! Rent is $530/month plus
utilities. Contact Rachel @ 954-205-6510.
Jefferson Lofts Apt. 1/1. Wood floors,
fully tum., utilities incl. gym, pool, hot tub,
free parking decal 1 MONTH FREE
RENT. Nice neighbors. Avail. Splng 07'
Call Jeremy 407-902-5311.

FREE RENT NEAR UCF!

3/Bed 2.5/Bath 1/Car Gated-Comm
Pool .. 1915SF $1495/mo. Nov. 30th
407-616-8859 tsteln1964@aol.com

1 br In 4/2.5 in University House on
Afafaya. Avail immed. Lease ends Aug
'07 $445 includes everything! First month
-!reel Call Erin 352 359 0635

BRAND NEW Townhome In The
Biltmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool, fitness center,
jogging paths. Close to UCFI
Call Karen 407-923-2779.

Need to sublease for Spring and
Summer semesters. Room in Pegasus
Pointe, 212 with one male roommate who
is extremely clean and quiet. Originally $560 a month but I am lowering it to
$4601 Please call Ryan at (954)
579-1350.

UCF Area 3/212 new paint, ceiling fans,
all appliances including w/d, hardwood
and tile floor, fireplace, waterfront •
$1295/mo +sec dep. Call 407-568-7608.
2 rooms for rent In UCF area ASAP.
Looking for mature student. N/S,
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1/3 util.
·
Call 407-970-6199
Young Pine/Curry Ford-3/2.5 twnhse
upg appl,2 car gar.avail now $1200+
$700 sec dep 321-299-4300

NO MORE RENTI Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 bdr condos,.just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestflfe.com
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
RENTING DAYS ARE OVERI
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
LuxurioOs, 1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestflfe.com
LOOKlll
2 bdrms avail In a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D,
& full kitchen. $350/mo. + spilt utll.
Call 407-619-5642, leave message.
Femafe@Village@Science Dr(3 mins
from UCF)$550/mth +all utl.+cable,·
internet,w&d, tan .gym, pool, UCF shuttle.·
No deposit.1 rst floor+own bath.Janine(478)390-8975

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
4/2 Home w/ln 2 miles of UCF off of
Univ. Blvd. near bus stop. $1,350
monthly rent. Call Fely at 407-678-6306
and 407-739-0183(cell)

1/1 In a 3/3 for SPRING SEMESTER!
Furnished and shuttle to campus! Call
954-444-0010 or email
KellyLK2888@aol.com I

For Rent
2br/1 bth $900·$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles. from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441
NEW 212 Townhome in The Enclave w/ 1
car garage, partially furnished, granite
counters, cerarn\c tfles, close to UCF off
Alafaya. Call'Sheri 941·685·1500.

3 nice UCF girls seek F for 4/4 In
Northgate Lakes. Avail. Jan-Aug. 2 min.
from UCF. Please cali 561-309-7301 for
more Info.

Bella Vista At Tlvoll Woods·Upstalrs!ll
4Bedrooms /2Bathrooms. Utility
Room(Laundry),Loft;Bonus Room
(20X18)Downstalrslll Formal Living,·
Dlnlng,Famlly Room.Nook, Kitchen, plus
Study Room and 1/2 bathroom and 1 Full
Bedroom Outside the main house.
Berber carpet throughout the house. 1st
Floor built on concrete. Beautiful
Courtyard in Pavers. 2 Car Garage.
$380,000 ($50·$60K under market value)
20 Min From Main Campus/L:ess than 10
Min from Burnham Institute and New
Med School.Call JP, Owner I Realtor
407-699-9900
CONDO FOR SALE 2B/2B plus den,
FULLY FURNISHED, close to UCFI
Contact: Monica Braun(407)222-3488
Keller Williams Advantage 2 Rlty
www.YourRealtorMonlca.com
JUST $2500 GETS YOU INI · ,
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com ·
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com
412 Waterford Lakes home to Rent or
Buy. Heated pool, lg backyard on
conservation area w/ pond view. All
granite counter tops. Loaded with
extras. For sate $420K, for rent·
$2000/mo with pool and lawn ave Incl.
' . Call (407) 694-8369·
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
4/2 home for sale. $5000 to buyer
Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar.
Motivated to sell. $237,900. Call Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837.
Gated community close to UCF &
Valencia. 2bdrm/2bath condo mint
condition. Ready for new owner
available immediately. $167 ,000. Diane
Molaka, Molaka Realty
407-222-4270 call today!
www.molakarealty.com

Oviedo by Owner BEST
BIDDER SALE 4/2.5 waterfrontimmaculate & move in ready. Bid starts
at $245,500 Open House Sat/Sun, 11/45 Home Sold 11 /5 to Highest & Best
Bidder (acceptable to seller) 24 hr info 1·
800-865-1239 x:109 Direct: 407-761·
6914 Call todayl
Serenity at Tuskawilla- 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
Condo homes for sale from the $130's.
Close to UCF. Lg split bdrms, pools,
gym, billiards, etc. 100% financing. Call
407-629-2256 for incentives.
www.serenltycondohomes.com

01 Chevy Prizm Lsi 83K AUTO $4800
OBO Call Lee 407-823-1309/917-8123
1995 Honda Accord for Sale. Original
owner, all maintenance records. CD/mp3
player. iPOD and Sirius satellite ready.
Brand new tint, moon roof.
$3500 o.b.o (407) 694-8369

2, 250 watt ALPINE 6" x 9" 3-way car
stereo speakers. Used for 6 months and
got a new car, GREAT SOUND!! $90
retail $189, Call Bryan 561-644-4478
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PiflowTop ty'lattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
BED $150, Absolute bargain, New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In plastic
Warranty Call 407-287-2619.
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Pool Table : 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250 . .
Set-up available. 407-831-1322
BED $130, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still in plastic.
Call 407-287-2619.
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in ~he grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

I
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Monday puzzle:
Easy level

3

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

...............:. .............. ................

5

f

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve!

4

Solution,- tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 New Delhi
wraparound
5 Tech fantasy
10 Leap
14 Fruit drinks
15 Lady of the
house
16 Gobi's continent
17 Noisy disputes
18 Field of conflict
19 Become dull
20 Vexes '
22 Chin beard
24 Exposes
25 Cliburn's
instrument
26 Nationality suffix
27 Infected patches
of skin
29 Letters from the
morgue
32 Gentleman
33 ....... sheepdog
35 As soon as
38 Building w ing
39 Hear ye!
40 Cousin, e.g.
43 Boston or
Chicago wear?
45 Be in the red ·
46 Left out
48 Baton Rouge
sch.
51 Arbor Day
month
53 Gradual
breaking down
55 Thoroughfare
57 Act of retaliation
58 Egyptian bird
59 Taper off
61 Raison d'_
62 Long, straight
and limp

~! ~ii:bi~~~:ssure

65 All-out feast
66 Bring to bear
67 Winds up

DOWN
1 "No Exit"
dramatist
2 Is mad about
3 Made wool
repairs
4 Magazine
volume
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5 Not as sizable
6 Loving stroke
7 Mid-month
date
8 Wind machine
9 Dream up ·
1O Country with no
major rivers
11 National
newspaper
12 Distance unit
13 Washed-out
21 Isle near Java
23 Hop-drying kiln
25 Author of
"Narabedla"
28 Ocean speck
30 Noon follower
31 Axlike tool
32 Bering or Ross
34 Smoked
salmon
35 Spanish gold
36 Unused
37 Forest glade
38 Iniquitous
41 Rushed
42 Copy
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Last issue solved
43 Snake in the
grass
44 Stink
47 Wobble
49· Pay attention
49 Rose sharply
50 Except if

52 Annoying
54 Military blockade
55 Grain
depository
56 Slope device
57 Fall cleanup tool
60 Emulate Ali

Solution and new ·puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedlc type
1 Memory Foam Mattress Set w/ warranty.
$1800 value. Must sell $495.
Call 407-423-1202.
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Bed 100% all brand new King pillow-top
set. Must move, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.

In 30 Days_for Good Credit.
No Work Required!

.

Pegasus Landing. Female, 4
bedroom/4 bathroom apartment.'
Building 22, Phase 3, 2nd floor,
Bedroom D. Available January ·1, 2007
through July 31, 2007. $515/month.
Call Holly, 516-680-4111 .

407-466-4718

PLANS CHANGED:New 212.STownhouse
Hawthorne Glen.Walking Dist.to UCF.·
SecSys.W ID $1250/mo+dep.
Lease Ends May 31 . (321 )508·3520
Arbour Apartments 1/1 avallable!ll
Moving to the otherside of Town. Need
someone to take over my lease by the
end of November. Rent is $720 monthly
with cable and water included. Free
shuttle to UCF campus, very comfortable
and convenient. Call 407-408-3194.
SPRING AND SUMMER SUBLEASE
AT TIVOLl.1 /1 in a 3/3 apartment.
$430 rent + utllitles. Back of school.
Very quiet.Shuttles every 15 minutes.·
Call Bret at 727-798-0238.
Spring Semester Sublease In Pegasus
Landing
1/1 in a 414, FEMALES only!
$515 a month (utilities lncJudedl) Shuttles
to campus, fully furnished, internet and
cable, great location and roommates!
Looking for summer sublease as welll
Contact Donna 813-361-0949
donnadee454@aol.com
CHEAP RENTI 1 Room In 4/2.5 Univ.
House. $425/mo incl. util. Cable, internet
and privt. parking, pool, gym Avail. Dec.
12. Coed apt. Call Adam 321-946-4065.
1 bedroom in 4/2. Furnished apt. All utll.
incl. Comm. pool. UCF shuttle, we will
pay move-in fee. $490/mo:
Call 407-257-5740

Male/Female Exotic entertairiers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertalnment.com or
407.227.1485 $$-ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT~$$
PHO and Masters grad11ates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Tutorlng:$49.99/mth Calculus,Genetlcs,Mlcroblology,Gen chem,Organtc chem. FREE DEMO.
ITPTUTORIALS.COM
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKldzAdoptlon.com
727-823-1537 Toll Pree 866-525-3057

GRAB YOUR

COUPON BOOK

$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lake . (407) 737-0529
www.thecr stlife.com

Call'STS for the best deals to this year's
top 1 o Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. Ask
about group discounts!
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in the student union today
or print your coupons online at
www.Kni btNtlwspapers.com!
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Just Arrived in Stock
2007EOS

J

German Engineering and Styling at its Best!
2.0L Turbo and Opitional 3.2L V-6 Available
THE WORLD'S FIRST FOUR-SEATER HARDTOP
CONVERTIBLE WITH A SUNROOF!

2006 NEW JETTA 2.5 Value Edition
2006 New Jetta
Special Rates
Available

QO/
/Q

RATESMLOWM

LEASE FOR

$299

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

* 48 mo. lease plUs tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit PLUS first
payment+ TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit Expires 77170106

2006 NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLE

2006 VOLKSWAGEN TOUAREG

RAlESAS
LOW AS

RAlESAS
LOW AS

2007 ALL NEW GTI
NOW IN STOCK
HURRY FOR BEST
SELECTION!

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

f!fif FIRST TIME
BUYER

fM COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted ..

'fSf' PROBLEMS
CREDIT

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, 'ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)
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4175 S. · HV\ly 17-92 .

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

407-365-3300

visit our website

aristocratvw.com

